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Figure 1: Mesh2Tex learns realistic object texturing on a shape geometry through a hybrid mesh-field texture representation supporting high-resolution texture generation on various shape meshes. Furthermore, our learned texture manifold supports texture transfer optimization from image queries without requiring any matching geometry or pose alignment to the image, producing perceptually consistent texturing in this challenging content creation scenario.

Abstract

Remarkable advances have been achieved recently in learning neural representations that characterize object geometry, while generating textured objects suitable for downstream applications and 3D rendering remains at an early stage. In particular, reconstructing textured geometry from images of real objects is a significant challenge – reconstructed geometry is often inexact, making realistic texturing a significant challenge. We present Mesh2Tex, which learns a realistic object texture manifold from uncorrelated collections of 3D object geometry and photorealistic RGB images, by leveraging a hybrid mesh-neural-field texture representation. Our texture representation enables compact encoding of high-resolution textures as a neural field in the barycentric coordinate system of the mesh faces. The learned texture manifold enables effective navigation to generate an object texture for a given 3D object geometry that matches to an input RGB image, which maintains robustness even under challenging real-world scenarios where the mesh geometry approximates an inexact match to the underlying geometry in the RGB image. Mesh2Tex can effectively generate realistic object textures for an object mesh to match real images observations towards digitization of real environments, significantly improving over previous state of the art.

Project page: alexeybokhovkin.github.io/mesh2tex/
1. Introduction

The ability to obtain 3D representations of real-world objects lies at the core of many important applications in graphics, robotics, movies and video games, and mixed reality. Approaches tackling the tasks of 3D generation [33, 26, 21, 29, 30, 10] or single-view reconstruction [5, 27, 46, 25, 7] enable users to easily create digital 3D assets, either from scratch or conditioned on an image. However, these approaches primarily focus on generating/inferring the geometry of objects, and this alone is insufficient to capture realistic environments, which requires high-quality texturing.

In this work, we propose Mesh2Tex tackle the complementary task of high-fidelity texture generation given known object geometry. In addition to allowing texturing generation for a given object mesh, Mesh2Tex also enables image-based texture synthesis – synthesizing textures that perceptually match a single RGB image observation. In contrast to existing appearance modeling works that characterize texture as a field over the volume of 3D space [3, 39, 40, 31], we observe that object textures lie on object surfaces, and instead generate textures only on the mesh surface, with a hybrid explicit-implicit texture representation that ties the texture field to the barycentric coordinates of the mesh faces. This produces textured meshes directly compatible with downstream applications and 3D rendering engines.

As large quantities of high-quality textured 3D objects are very expensive to obtain, requiring countless hours of skilled artists’ work, we train our texture generator with uncorrelated collections of 3D object geometry and photorealistic 2D images, leveraging differentiable rendering to optimize mesh textures at arbitrary resolutions to match the quality of real 2D images in an adversarial fashion. That is, we generate coarse features and colors for each mesh face, which are then refined to high-resolution textures through a neural field defined on the barycentric coordinates of each mesh face. This hybrid texture representation enables differentiable rendering for texturing on explicit mesh surfaces while exploiting the efficiency of neural field representations.

Our learned texture generator can then be used to produce realistic textures to match an input RGB observation of an object, by optimizing over our learned texture manifold conditioned on the mesh geometry, to find a latent texturing that perceptually matches the RGB image. As state-of-the-art object geometry reconstructions are typically inexact (e.g., noise, oversmoothing, retrieval from a database), our learned texture manifold enables effective regularization over plausible textures which effectively capture the perceptual input while providing realistic texturing over the full object. We formulate a patch-based style loss to capture perceptual similarities between our optimized texture and the RGB image, guided by dense correspondence prediction to correlate them. Experiments demonstrate that we outperform state of the art in both unconditional texture generation as well as image-conditioned texture generation.

In summary, our contributions are:

- a new hybrid mesh-neural-field texture representation that enables diverse, realistic texture generation on object mesh geometry by tying a neural texture field to the barycentric coordinate system of the mesh faces. This enables learning a rich texture manifold from collections of uncorrelated real images and object meshes through adversarial differentiable rendering.

- our learned texture manifold enables effective inference-time optimization to texture an object mesh to perceptually match a single real-world RGB image; crucially, we maintain robustness to real-world scenarios of differing views and even geometry with a patch-based perceptual optimization guided by dense correspondences.

2. Related Work

Optimization-based Texturing. Various approaches have been proposed to texture 3D shapes by optimizing from aligned image views of the shape. The traditional optimization approach of Zhou et. al. [52] solves a global optimization for a mapping from observed RGB images onto reconstructed geometry. More recently, Huang et. al. [17] introduce a modern adversarial discriminator loss, coupled with differentiable rendering, to optimize for texture on reconstructed geometry to produce realistic texturing robust to camera pose misalignments in real-world RGB-D capture scenarios. PointNeRF [47] and NeuMesh [48] optimize for view-dependent features using distance-based interpolation from the k-nearest neighbor points/vertices; in contrast, we aim to design a method with view-independent texturing that enables robustness to entirely arbitrary viewpoints. While these methods can produce impressive texturing results, they require aligned 2D/3D data and cannot produce textures in unobserved regions.

Learned Texture Completion and Generation. Learning-based methods have also explored generative texturing, aiming to learn generalized features for unconditional synthesis or conditional inpainting. Photoshape [34] proposes to learn material retrieval to apply materials to 3D shapes. Recently, several methods have been developed to generate textures on various representations: SPKG [9] produces per-voxel colors with an adversarial differentiable rendering formulation, Pavollo et. al. [35] learn texturing in the UV domain, and Henderson et. al. [15] and Texturify [42] propose to generate per-face mesh colors with variational and adversarial training, respectively. TM-NET [12] is basically the 2D approach for texture generation as it uses unfolded UV maps as the main representation, which is unable to generate
3. Method

3.1. Overview

We aim to learn a high-quality texture manifold conditioned on a given shape mesh geometry, which supports unconditional texture generation as well as optimization within the texture manifold to fit to image queries for practical texturing scenarios. An overview of our approach is visualized in Figure 2. We propose to learn this texture manifold on a hybrid representation that combines a mesh representation with a neural field operating on the barycentric coordinates of each mesh face. Our texture generator then generates initial coarse features per-face for a given shape mesh, which are then refined by a shared neural field across the mesh faces. This enables high-resolution texture generation by sampling the neural field on the mesh surface. In the absence of a large-scale dataset of high-quality 3D textured shapes, we supervise the texture generation with an adversarial loss with photorealistic 2D images, through differentiable rendering.

We can then traverse our learned texture manifold to generate textures for a given shape geometry to perceptually match to image queries. Since an RGB image query may be taken at an arbitrary camera pose, we estimate the object pose in the RGB image along with its normalized object coordinates to guide the texture optimization. Furthermore, we must also support texture transfer scenarios, as having an exact geometric shape match for an arbitrary RGB image query cannot be assumed in practice. We thus employ both a global and local patch-based style loss to generate a realistic texture that perceptually matches the query image.

3.2. Mesh-Field Texture Generation

We learn a texture manifold on a mesh-field representation. Given a shape mesh \( M \), we use a latent-variable conditioned encoder-decoder to obtain per-face features \( F \). We then employ a shared neural field \( \psi \) that operates on each face to produce arbitrary-resolution texturing. High-quality texture generation is then learned by supervision with photorealistic 2D images in an adversarial fashion through differentiable rendering. Our texture generator training is shown in Figure 3.

A shape mesh \( M \) is represented as a quadrilateral mesh; inspired by the hierarchical mesh representation of Textu-
rify [42], we also employ QuadriFlow [18] to parameterize shape meshes as hierarchies of 4-way rotationally symmetric (4-RoSy) fields. We can then leverage convolutional and pooling operators on the neighborhoods of each quad face, enabling encoding and decoding features on such mesh faces with arbitrary topologies. We employ an encoder-decoder face convolutional network \( G \) on \( \mathcal{M} \), which takes as input geometric quad face features (per-face normals, fundamental forms, and curvature), and predicts per-face features \( F_c \). Similar to StyleGAN [22] we incorporate a latent texture code \( z \) into the decoder through a mapping network.

As we aim to generate high-quality textures not limited to the mesh face resolution, we leverage a neural field \( \psi \). \( \psi \) takes as input a barycentric coordinate \( p \) on a mesh face, along with mean face feature \( F_c \) of all incident quad faces:

\[
\psi(p, b_1F_{v_1} + b_2F_{v_2} + b_3F_{v_3}) = c \in \mathbb{R}^3_{[-1,1]},
\]

where \( \mathcal{A} = \{v_1, v_2, v_3\} \) is the triangle half of a quad face \( \{v_1, v_2, v_4, v_3\} \) in which \( p \) lies, \( \{b_1, b_2, b_3\} \) are the barycentric coordinates of \( p \) with respect to triangle \( \mathcal{A} \), and \( c \) is the final output color. We can then generate arbitrary-resolution textures by densely sampling \( \psi \) on each mesh face.

To supervise the learning of this mesh-field texture manifold, we differentiably render our generated textures for an adversarial loss with photorealistic 2D images. To render the generated textures, we sample \( \psi \) at the locations corresponding to each pixel in the rendered view. In addition to implicit field \( \psi \) rendering, we also pass the output feature map \( F_c \) into one convolutional layer and render it using PyTorch3D [37] differentiable renderer and supervise it similarly as a proxy loss. We then train the texture manifold in an end-to-end fashion using a non-saturating GAN loss with gradient penalty and path length regularization.

During training, we do not use any paired geometry with rendered images and only use unpaired collections of real-world images and synthetic shapes.

### 3.3. Texture Transfer from a Single Image

Once learned, we can not only use our texture manifold for unconditional generation, but also importantly traverse through the manifold to produce shape texturing that matches to a query RGB image \( I \). This represents real-world texturing scenarios where a user may wish to texture a shape based on an easy-to-capture image inspiration. Here, notable challenges are lack of knowledge of the ground truth object pose in \( I \), and handling inexact geometric matches between the shape mesh to be textured and the object in \( I \) — as it is not practical, nor always desirable, to assume the ability to reconstruct or retrieve the exact geometry of the object in an arbitrary image. We thus aim to produce textures on a shape to perceptually match an image \( I \) in these challenging scenarios. Our texture transfer optimization is illustrated in Figure 4.

From \( I \), we first estimate the object pose as the azimuth and elevation angles, \( \alpha^a \) and \( \alpha^e \), respectively. To this end, we use a ResNet-18 [14] network on \( I \), pre-trained on synthetic rendered shapes to classify \( \alpha^a \) and \( \alpha^e \) into 12 and 5 bins for a coarse rotation estimate. For finer-grained reasoning, we predict normalized object coordinates [45] \( I_{\text{NOC}} \), dense correspondences from the object pixels in \( I \) to the canonical space of the object. For NOC prediction, we use a UNet-style network with an EfficientNet-b4 [43] backbone, trained on synthetic rendered shape data.

We then formulate our texture transfer optimization. We differentiably render our generated texture from initial pose estimate \( \alpha^a \) and \( \alpha^e \) to produce the rendered image produced from local neural field \( \psi \) \( X \). Since we optimize for perceptual similarity, we employ a style loss [13] in a global and
local fashion to compare $X$ and $I$.

We then optimize for latent texture code $z$ with the loss:

$$L = w_{\text{glob}} \sum_{h=1}^{N_h} \sum_{l=1}^{N_l} L_{\text{glob}}(I^{h,l}, X^{h,l})$$

$$+ w_{\text{patch}} \sum_{p=1}^{N_p} \sum_{h=1}^{N_h} \sum_{l=1}^{N_l} L_{\text{patch}}(I^{h,l}_p(x, y), X^{h,l}_p(x', y')),$$

(2)

where $L_{\text{glob}}$ denotes a global style loss, $L_{\text{patch}}$ a local patch-based style loss, and $w_{\text{glob}}$ and $w_{\text{patch}}$ constants to balance the loss values.

**Global style loss.** $L_{\text{glob}}$ considers the full images $I$ and $X$ at $N_h = 3$ resolution levels (original, half, and quarter resolution): $I^h$ and $X^h$, $h \in \{1, 2, 3\}$. The global style loss is then computed on each pair $(X^h, I^h)$ on $N_l = 5$ VGG feature layers.

**Patch style losses.** Since the precise structure of the object in $I$ may not match with that of $X$ (e.g. geometry mismatch or inconsistent pose prediction), we further employ local style losses on image patches. We extract $N_p = 2$ patches $I_p(x, y)$ from $I$ randomly per iteration, located at patch centers $(x, y)$ within the object. We then use the corresponding NOC estimate at the patch location, $I_{\text{SOC}}(x, y)$, and find a corresponding patch $X_p(x', y')$ where $(x', y')$ is the pixel location whose shape NOC is closest to $I_{\text{SOC}}(x, y)$ w.r.t. $\ell_2$ distance. Note that since $X$ has been rendered from a shape mesh, we can use ground truth shape NOCs for $X$, and only require predicted NOCs for $I$. This provides a coarse correspondence between patches to guide the style loss. Similar to $L_{\text{glob}}$, we apply $L_{\text{patch}}$ at $N_h = 3$ resolution levels and with $N_l = 5$ VGG feature layers.

**Face feature refinement.** With texture code $z$ optimized from Equation 2, we further allow for texture refinement by unfreezing the last two face convolutional layers in the texture generator. We optimize for refined weights in the surface features using only $L_{\text{patch}}$, which enables better capturing of local detail in $I$.

**Implementation Details** Our Mesh2Tex model is implemented using PyTorch and trained using an Adam [23] optimizer with learning rates of 1e-4, 1e-4, 1e-4, 1e-4 for the encoder, generator, neural field $\psi$ parameters and both discriminators, respectively. Mesh2Tex is trained on 2 NVIDIA A6000s for 50k iterations (~ 100 hours) until convergence.

At test-time, we optimize latent codes for 100 iterations and refined weights for additional 300 iterations, which takes ~ 400s in total. During texture optimization, we extract $64 \times 64$ patches. We provide further details in the supplemental.

4. Results

We evaluate the texture generation capabilities of Mesh2Tex on unconditional generation and image-based texture generation, on both synthetic and real data. For both scenarios, our texture generation is trained from real images.

**Datasets.** For evaluation, we use object geometry from ShapeNet [4] for texturing, and real-world query images from ScanNet [8] for chairs, and from CompCars [49] for cars. For synthetic experiments requiring exact geometric matches, we use ShapeNet textured objects and render query image views. For real image queries with close matching geometry, we use Scan2CAD [1] annotations for chair meshes to ScanNet images. For CompCars, we use the coarse pose information (front, back, left, right, etc.) to estimate close image alignments. During training, poses are rendered to coarsely approximate the distribution of real train images (e.g., for cars, 8 poses representing front, back, left, right, front-left, front-right, back-left, and back-right; for chairs, random poses from PhotoShape pose estimates).

Note that all methods, except GET3D, were trained with the same set of ShapeNet meshes, and images from PhotoShape [34] and CompCars [49] for chairs and cars. GET3D requires a much denser sampling of images per shape rather than a single view per shape, so we instead compare with the authors’ released pre-trained GET3D model.

**Evaluation metrics.** We evaluate the perceptual quality of our generated textures with several metrics. To measure the realistic quality of the textures, we compare rendered views of generated textures on various shapes to real-world images, using the standard FID [16] and KID [2] scores used for assessing generated image quality. For FID and KID evaluation, we use real images from PhotoShape [34] and CompCars [49] for chairs and cars, respectively, and 6 rendered views from each synthesized textured shape. Additionally, for texture transfer from a single image, we compute CLIP [36] similarity as cosine distances between the query image and rendered texture. In synthetic experiment setups where exact geometric matches are available, we further compute an LPIPS [51] perceptual metric between synthesized views and the query image.

Figure 5: Unconditional texturing for meshes from ShapeNet [4], in comparison with state of the art. Our approach generates more realistic, detailed textures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Parameterization</th>
<th>Chairs FID</th>
<th>Chairs KID</th>
<th>Cars FID</th>
<th>Cars KID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EG3D</td>
<td>Tri-plane Implicit</td>
<td>36.45</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>83.11</td>
<td>5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yu et al.</td>
<td>UV</td>
<td>38.98</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>73.63</td>
<td>5.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GET3D</td>
<td>Tri-plane Implicit</td>
<td>46.20</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>89.62</td>
<td>6.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texturify</td>
<td>4-RoSy Field</td>
<td>31.08</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>59.55</td>
<td>4.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ours</strong></td>
<td>4-RoSy Implicit Field</td>
<td><strong>30.01</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.69</strong></td>
<td><strong>41.35</strong></td>
<td><strong>3.41</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Unconditional texture generation for 3D shapes. Our mesh-field approach outperforms state of the art in generation quality. The KID values are scaled by $10^2$.

4.1. Unconditional Texture Generation

Table 1 and Figure 5 show quantitative and qualitative comparisons of unconditional texture generation to state of the art. Our hybrid mesh-field texture representation enables richer texture generation with finer-scale details than state-of-the-art baselines.

4.2. Texture Transfer from a Single Image

We further evaluate texturing of objects from image queries, which opens up new possibilities in the content creation process. We consider both synthetic image queries, which enable texturing of exact geometric matches, as well as real image queries, where no object geometry matches exactly to the queries. For all baselines, we apply a similar texture optimization as our approach, leveraging global and patch-style losses without NOC guidance. During test-time optimization in texture transfer experiments, we consider settings of known/unknown shape and pose for image queries, but we use the same adversarially trained model for all test-time experiments.

4.2.1 Synthetic Image Query Experiments

Exact geometry and known image alignment. We evaluate texture generation from a single image query to exactly matching object geometry with known image alignment in Tables 2 and 3, which measure the distribution quality and perceptual match to the query image, respectively. The optimization through our high-fidelity texture manifold enables more detailed texturing to match to various texture changes in the query image, in comparison to baselines.

Exact geometry and unknown image alignment. We evaluate texture generation from a single image query where the pose of the shape in the input query is unknown. Quantitative evaluation with state of the art is shown in Tables 4 and 5, which measure the distribution quality and perceptual match to the query image, respectively. Figure 6 visualizes qualitative comparisons. For GET3D, we do not evaluate
Figure 7: Texture transfer from real images (ScanNet) to closely matching shape geometry (ShapeNet). Despite inexact geometry and pose, Mesh2Tex produces perceptually consistent texturing.

LPIPS, as it can produce geometric changes resulting in an inexact geometry match to the query.

Even with exact geometry, the unknown image alignment poses a notable challenge, resulting in degraded performance in the baselines. Our approach maintains more robustness due to the NOC guidance in our patch loss during texture optimization, producing more plausible texture generation.

Texture transfer. We evaluate texture transfer experiments from a single image query to an arbitrary shape of a different geometry than the input query. Tables 6 and 7 compare our approach to state of the art. This challenging scenario of differing geometry results in a performance drop in all methods; however, due to our NOC-guided style optimization on a mesh-field texture representation, Mesh2Tex can produce textures on novel shape geometry with greater coherency and finer details than baselines.

Table 2: Evaluation on aligned queried texture generation with image queries from rendered ShapeNet chairs and cars, as well as real-world images from ScanNet chairs. Mesh2Tex generates more realistic textures from single-image queries. The KID values are scaled by $10^2$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Chairs ShapeNet</th>
<th>Cars ShapeNet</th>
<th>Chairs ScanNet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FID</td>
<td>KID</td>
<td>FID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EG3D [Yu et al., 2021]</td>
<td>146.6</td>
<td>9.49</td>
<td>297.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yu et al.</td>
<td>153.1</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>289.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GET3D [Gao et al., 2022]</td>
<td>265.6</td>
<td>26.67</td>
<td>248.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texturify [Siddiqui et al., 2022]</td>
<td>155.9</td>
<td>10.94</td>
<td>301.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>115.4</td>
<td>5.38</td>
<td>165.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Closely-matching geometry and unknown image alignment. We further consider texturing from a single real-world image to close shape geometry with unknown image alignment. We show qualitative results in Figure 7 and quantitative evaluation in Tables 4 and 5. Our NOC-guided optimization through our texture manifold generates more perceptually representative textures.

Texture transfer. Finally, we evaluate the challenging texture transfer scenario from a single real-world image from ScanNet [8] to an arbitrary ShapeNet [4] mesh of the same class category. This reflects potential texturing applications from users who wish to use an inspirational image to generate texturing on a given shape. We show a quantitative comparison in Tables 6 and 7, and qualitative results in Figure 8. Our mesh-field texture representation maintains more detail with NOC-guided patch loss to provide more robustness during optimization.

Generated textures may differ from input images in Figs. 7 and 8 since shape geometry and poses differ between the shape to be textured and the query image. Thus, we cannot leverage any 1-1 correspondences, instead optimizing for patch-based perceptual similarity.

4.3. Applicability to real scans

Our method can also be easily applied to real scanned shapes, by applying QuadriFlow [18] to convert Marching
Figure 8: Texture transfer from real images (ScanNet, CompCars) to arbitrary shape geometry of the same class category (ShapeNet). Under this challenging scenario, our NOC-guided patch optimization enables plausible texturing for image queries.

Figure 9: Texturing on real scanned objects from Redwood dataset. Mesh2Tex is able to generate consistent textures for non-synthetic geometry without finetuning.

Cubes meshes to a quad mesh input. Fig. 9 shows our texturing of scanned shapes from the Redwood [6] dataset based on real ScanNet image queries.

4.4. Ablations

What is the impact of our mesh-field representation for texture generation? Texturify [42] represents a per-face mesh color generation approach and the texturing results in coarse alignment of geometry and color features, while we introduce a shared barycentric neural field to capture high-fidelity details. Figure 5 shows our much finer-level detail generation, particularly for complex textures on cars.

Table 3: Evaluation on aligned queried texture generation with image queries from rendered ShapeNet chairs and cars, as well as real-world images from ScanNet chairs. Our texture transfer optimization produces more perceptually representative texturing results.

What is the impact of patch style loss in the texture optimization process? Table 8 shows that our patch-based style loss significantly improves texture transfer optimization performance, allowing for the capture of more local detail and robustness to mismatches to the query image. The patch-based optimization enables better capture of texture differences in shape parts than when only using the whole image. Namely, ablating patch style loss results in texture leaks between parts of different colors, an inability to capture textures of fine structures such as thin chair legs, and artifacts around texture-background borders.

What is the impact of NOC guidance for the patch style loss? In Table 8, we see that the NOC guidance helps to improve the perceptual quality of results by establishing coarse correspondence to the query image. The NOC guidance largely affects local texture changes inherent to small-scale and thin parts (e.g., chair arms, legs), while only global style is captured without NOCs.

What is the effect of surface feature optimization? Following latent texture code optimization, we allow for surface features in the texture generator to further be optimized, which produces slightly improved local texture detail, as shown in Table 8. Optimizing for surface features allows for non-harmful and small extending the flexibility of texture generation to better express high-contrast textures.

What is the effect of global style loss? Table 8 shows that without our global style loss, the consistency of texture transfer is severely reduced. The single patch-based style loss enhances similarity to queries locally, but not globally. Following latent texture code optimization, we allow for surface features in the texture generator to further be optimized, which produces slightly improved local texture detail, as shown in Table 8. We refer to the supplemental for qualitative ablation analysis.

Limitations. Mesh2Tex offers a promising step towards conditional mesh texturing from a single image, though varia-
Table 4: Evaluation on unaligned queried texture generation with image queries from rendered ShapeNet chairs and cars, as well as real images from ScanNet chairs. Mesh2Tex maintains more realistic texture details than state of the art. The KID values are scaled by $10^2$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Chairs ShapeNet</th>
<th>Cars ShapeNet</th>
<th>Chairs ScanNet</th>
<th>Cars ScanNet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exact geometry</td>
<td>Close geometry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EG3D</td>
<td>155.2 9.13</td>
<td>326.8 24.48</td>
<td>319.4 27.18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yu et al.</td>
<td>160.0 9.88</td>
<td>343.3 32.71</td>
<td>327.1 28.20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GET3D</td>
<td>271.9 26.54</td>
<td>254.4 16.63</td>
<td>337.3 38.76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texturify</td>
<td>174.2 11.74</td>
<td>344.2 25.34</td>
<td>333.3 28.81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>121.1 5.08</td>
<td>165.8 6.77</td>
<td>311.9 26.73</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Evaluation on unaligned queried texture generation to ShapeNet chairs and cars from rendered ShapeNet objects as well as real-world image queries from ScanNet chairs. Our NOC-guided patch style loss maintains more robustness to the unknown image alignment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Chairs ShapeNet</th>
<th>Cars ShapeNet</th>
<th>Chairs ScanNet</th>
<th>Cars CompCars</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exact geometry</td>
<td>Close geometry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLIP</td>
<td>89.51 16.83</td>
<td>81.93 16.14</td>
<td>83.40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EG3D</td>
<td>81.62</td>
<td>80.72</td>
<td>81.54</td>
<td>68.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yu et al.</td>
<td>81.31</td>
<td>78.69</td>
<td>81.21</td>
<td>64.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GET3D</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texturify</td>
<td>80.70</td>
<td>78.59</td>
<td>80.99</td>
<td>66.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>91.57 14.96</td>
<td>85.42 12.19</td>
<td>84.28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Evaluation on texture transfer to ShapeNet chairs and cars from rendered ShapeNet objects as well as real-world image queries from ScanNet chairs and CompCars cars. In this challenging scenario, our mesh-field representation retains more realistic detail in texture optimization. The KID values are scaled by $10^2$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Chairs (unaligned)</th>
<th>Cars (unaligned)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CLIP</td>
<td>CLIP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o NOC</td>
<td>124.3 5.53</td>
<td>91.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o patches</td>
<td>143.5 6.91</td>
<td>89.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o surf. features</td>
<td>127.1 5.80</td>
<td>90.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o glob. style</td>
<td>169.6 10.12</td>
<td>88.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>121.1 5.08</td>
<td>91.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Ablation study on texture transfer optimization design. Our NOC guidance, patch style loss, and surface feature optimization help to improve generated texture quality. The KID values are scaled by $10^2$.

5. Conclusion

We presented Mesh2Tex, which learns a texture manifold based on a hybrid mesh-field representation to generate realistic, high-quality textures on shape geometry from real-world imagery. Mesh2Tex enables test-time optimization for texture transfer from single image queries. Crucially, our NOC-guided local and global style loss enables optimization for perceptually matching textures on a 3D shape that does not require exact geometric matches to RGB image queries. We believe this opens up many new possibilities in texturing for content creation, enabling easy-to-capture images to be used as guidance for holistic shape texturing.
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